
REQUEST FORM

Updated: September 16, 2023 -CONFIDENTIAL- PB-PRINTS 

DATE: 

CLIENT: 

REF #: 

PRINT REQUEST DETAILS 

DESCRIPTION: - Please a general description of the piece(s) to be printed -

USAGE: - Please provide usage if known (prototype, mold template, end product, etc.) -

SIZE (APPROX): - Please provide approximate size of piece(s) if known -

PRINT COUNT: - Please tell us approximately how many piece(s) are needed -

LINK TO SOURCE: - Please provide a link or filename in our dropbox for the object or source reference -

STRESS REQS: - Please list stress requirements if any (PSI, Shore hardness, etc.) -

TEMP  REQS: - Please list temperature requirements if any (engine temps, ceramic, etc.) –

SPECIAL ATTRIBS: - Please list special attributes if any (flexible, impact resistant, etc.) -

OTHER NOTES: 

Please email completed form to:   print-request@pb-prints.com



REQUEST FORM

Updated: September 16, 2023 -CONFIDENTIAL- PB-PRINTS 

THE FOLLOWING IS TO BE FILLED OUT BY PB-PRINTS EMPLOYEES ONLY 

COSTS / PRICE 

DESIGN COST: Estimated ( ) hours @ $  / hr 
3d Scanning / Reverse Engineering  / Model Cleaning 

PRINT T/M: Estimated Print Cost (    )  bours @ $   / hr 
3d Printer Time / Raw Material / Post-Processing 

COST PER PIECE: 

MIN QTY: 

TOTAL PRICE: Estimated Total Cost to Client 
(plus tax if applicable – Please file appropriate forms) 

TURNAROUND: Estimated Time to End Product Delivery 
after client acceptance  
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